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Abstract: To ensure the food industry continues to grow, it is vital to properly understand the factors
that impact the purchasing of organic food. Research offers ambiguous findings about what drives
consumers to decide to purchase food labeled as organic. This study advances the current theories
on organic food-purchasing behavior, which overlook the importance of the two-way interaction
of social norms and individual behavior, suggesting that the role of social norms may have been
simplified. We suggest the causal processes associated with organic food decision-making involve the
social feedback loop, a powerful force that takes the current state into the phase of transition. Positive
feedback is key to maintaining and developing the sustainable behavior of the society, where an initial
change in consumer behavior to purchase organic food is magnified when that change resounds
through social norms. This is especially pronounced in Norway and Slovenia, where marketers
can make more cost- and time-efficient use of persuasive messages and requests. In addition,
we provide a comprehensive delineation of organic food purchase decision-making of close to 14,000
individuals from 15 countries that includes key psychosocial antecedents, along with Schwartz’s
values, attitudes, social norms, perceived behavioral control, and intentions. Using a mixed-methods
approach (i.e., statistical matching, spatial econometrics, structural equation modeling), the present
paper thus intends to add to the understanding of environmentally friendly purchase behavior
beyond unidirectional and single-theory relationships.

Keywords: organic food purchasing; Schwartz’s theory; feedback loop; attitudes; intentions;
social norms

1. Introduction

Households are a big contributor to environmental pollution and excessive natural resource use,
with food consumption being one of modern society’s leading unsustainable practices. Available
data on foodborne diseases and climate change show the urgency of promoting sustainable food
consumption and that it should be prioritized in a developed economy since it has the dual benefit of a
cleaner environment and healthy living [1]. Increasing food wastes, the global imbalance in the food
supply, food insecurity, excessive food miles, obesity, and diet-related diseases all signal improper
dietary practices. However, the area of agriculture certified as organic has expanded considerably in
recent years [2].

Although much effort has been taken to understand what drives consumers to act sustainably,
the attitudinal and behavioral concepts are still considered to best explain sustainable consumption [3].
Numerous studies report that consumer attitudes to food free of chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, hormones, antibiotics, and other toxins (i.e., organic food) can help predict purchase intention
and subsequent behavior [4–8]. Favorable contextual factors that strengthen the intention–behavior
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relationship are also shown to include the level of control one perceives they have concerning their
actions (i.e., perceived behavioral control) [9–11]. On the other hand, the importance of the social
norms construct, which denotes unwritten rules about acceptable group conduct, is underestimated in
the relevant literature, partly because of its reported non-significant impact on intentional/behavioral
constructs [12,13]. The authors explained the finding by claiming that organic food is a new concept
being adopted by niche customers, meaning that social expectations have not yet sufficiently developed
to support such behavior [14]. While this still might hold for developing nations, the rise in organic
food consumption indicates that the norms in developed countries are recently established and may
predict organic food purchasing [15].

A largely ignored property of a social norm in current studies is that it induces a feedback loop [16]:
The more widely members of a social group practice a behavior, the more it becomes expected, thereby
reinforcing adherence [17–19]. Bandura defines this dynamic process as reciprocal determinism.
In reciprocal determinism, “personal agency and social structure operate as co-determinants in an
integrated structure rather than as a disembodied duality” [16] (p. 266). By enabling an individual
to alter and construct new behaviors, it may be regarded as an important mechanism [16]. Another
outcome of these dynamics is that even a small change in an initial condition can introduce significant
uncertainty in future predictions. As a result, the existing organic food purchase decision-making
models that lack the two-way interaction of social norms and individual behavior are likely to
underestimate the proposed relationships and forecasts needed in order to plan for a greener future.

As a response, we introduce a model that emphasizes the importance of the bidirectional
interaction of social norms and individual behavior, together with a set of already established
psychosocial determinants. The overarching research question we intend to address concerns the
interplay between social norms and organic food purchasing behavior and their mutual influence
on future sustainable consumption. Our model, therefore, suggests that a change in the individual’s
behavior affects the social norms of the group to which they belong, which, in turn, indicates future
sustainable behavior. Our position is that the maintenance and development of the sustainable behavior
of society relies on the identification of the feedback loop [20]. The more widespread a norm is within
a group, the more strongly individuals are motivated to make it a reality [17]. A positive feedback loop
is crucial for amassing the forces required for creating and sustaining an action [20,21].

Personal values is another factor used for understanding food choice behavior and directly and
indirectly affects behavior via mediating concepts like attitudes and intentions [22–24]. Values are
“desirable transsituational goals, varying in importance, that serve as guiding principles in the
life of a person or other social entity” [25] (p. 21). The most widely used value theories are
Hofstede’s five-dimensional theory [26], Inglehart’s theory of materialist and post-materialist values [27],
Schwartz’s theory of cultural value orientations [25], and Stern and Dietz’s biospheric-altruistic and
egoistic value orientations [28]. The latter two theories are of specific relevance to the study of food
purchase behavior [23,29]. Therefore, we integrate Schwartz’s motivational types into the model for
predicting organic food purchasing by statistically matching the latest available data (for 2010). We use
two databases—the International Survey Program Environmental module and the European Social
Survey Wave 5—to develop the psychosocial organic food choice framework comprehensively. The next
section describes the antecedents of organic food purchasing behavior captured in our framework.

2. Construct Definition and Research Hypotheses

Understanding the organic food decision-making process assists in predicting purchase and
consumption behavior. Therefore, our model contains some conceptually independent determinants,
namely the values, attitudes, perceived behavioral control, and intentions, shown to be relevant in
past studies on food choice behavior, including the addition of the newly established feedback loop
(Figure 1).
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2.1. Values and Attitude

In essence, values are responses to three universal human requirements: What is needed by
the individual as a biological organism, to ensure the continuation and uninterrupted operation of
groups and for social interaction to be coordinated. Their unique features, such as relative stability
in time and universality [30,31], have seen several authors apply them in studies related to organic
food consumption [23,29,32]. Due to their abstract nature, values affect behaviors indirectly through
some mediating concepts, such as attitudes [22,23]. A value–attitude–behavior relationship has been
identified in several organic food contexts [33–35]. The number of studies applying the theory of basic
human values [25,31] has reported that self-transcendence values (universalism and benevolence) are
significant factors in consumers’ organic food purchase decisions [5,35–37]. In contrast, consumers
who cherish self-enhancement values (achievement, power, hedonism) are most unlikely to favor
any organic options [22,38,39]. In our model, we anticipate the two value clusters to differently affect
attitudes because they contrast each other by emphasizing concern for the welfare of others against
emphasizing success and dominance over others [25]. Based on this, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a). Self-transcendence values have a positive and significant effect on environmental concern.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b). Self-enhancement values have a negative and significant effect on environmental concern.

Even though values can guide behavior and explain the most abstract motivations of individuals,
research is clear that there are more direct antecedents of behavior, such as attitudes and
intentions [40,41]. In this sense, we propose that the organic food purchasing model must include
some kind of an attitudinal construct.

2.2. Attitude and Behavioral Intention

There is a general agreement that attitudes can be defined as the degree to which a person favorably
or unfavorably evaluates a specific object [42]. According to Oreg and Katz-Gerro, attitudes involve
beliefs about the consequences of behavior (environmental concerns) and how these are assessed
(perceived threats) [43]. The theory of planned behavior states that attitudes are a key factor in shaping
behavioral intentions, whereby more favorable attitudes lead to a stronger intention to perform the
behavior [44]. Similarly, various studies on organic food consumption demonstrate a positive and
significant relationship between consumers’ attitudes and their purchase intentions [9,45,46]. Thus,
the following hypothesis can be derived:
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Hypothesis 2 (H2). Attitude has a positive and significant effect on organic food purchase intentions.

2.3. Perceived Behavioral Control, Behavioral Intention, and Behavior

The concept of perceived behavioral control (PBC) was introduced by Ajzen [42]. PBC can have
a direct effect on behavior, and it can also influence behavior indirectly by its impact on intentions.
It is similar to, and also partly derives from, the concept of self-efficacy [47], according to which the
individual’s motivation for behavior depends on expectations regarding their own efficiency.

According to the PBC concept, when intending to perform a specific behavior, an individual will
assess his self-control against different factors that might feel out of its control [10,48]. While earlier
research conceptualized PBC as influenced by external barriers, including price and availability [49],
they ignored the roles of consumers’ internal factors [9]. PBC is based on individuals’ beliefs about their
influence over the situation [42] and the internal factors that facilitate their behavior. The behavioral
intentions and the actual behavior depend on the perceived ease or difficulty of performing it. When
individuals believe that they have more resources and opportunities and expect fewer obstacles (e.g.,
price, availability, trust, labeling, lack of information), their PBC will be stronger, and their purchase
intentions will be greater. If PBC is low, the purchase intentions will remain low as well, despite
other behavioral antecedents [50,51]. While it is evident nowadays that consumers hold generally
positive attitudes towards organic food products, barriers related to PBC continue to negatively affect
consumption behavior [46,50,52].

Consistent with several other previous studies [9–11,50,53,54], we postulate the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3a (H3a). PBC has a positive and significant effect on behavioral intention.

Hypothesis 3b (H3b). PBC has a positive and significant effect on behavior.

2.4. Behavioral Intention and Behavior

Behavioral intentions were defined by Fishbein et al. as the agent’s subjective probability that he or
she will perform the behavior [55]. However, this definition was later criticized by Warshaw et al. [56],
who defined behavioral intention as the degree to which a person has formulated conscious plans
to perform or not perform some specified future behavior. In his later work, Ajzen interpreted the
concept of behavioral expectation as an indicator of how hard people are willing to try and how much
of an effort they are planning to exert [42,57,58]. In the organic food context, behavioral intentions are
associated with positive word-of-mouth recommendations, a commitment to repurchase organic food
items and a commitment to pay price premiums [9].

However, the intention to behave and the actual behavior arising from that intention are
conceptually distinct. While many studies have argued that intentions do not necessarily
predict subsequent behavior [9,59–61], behavioral intentions are a widely recognized antecedent
of behavior [42,43,46,62,63]. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Behavioral intention has a positive and significant effect on behavior.

2.5. Social Norms and the Social Feedback Loop

While personal norms relate to the feeling of morality in an individual’s mind to act in a certain
way [46], social norms describe the perceived social influence on an individual to engage or not
engage in environmentally friendly purchasing [64]. Prior research suggests that social norms have
a positive effect on organic purchasing behavior. For example, Golob et al. [15], who investigate
the impact of environmentally conscious purchase behavior and green skepticism on organic food
consumption, demonstrate that social norms have a significant effect on behavior and intentions.
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Du et al. [65] obtain a similar conclusion in a model where they explore organic consumption behavior
from a social identification perspective. In addition, Sandhu et al. [66] show that social norms, among
other determinants, significantly influence personal norms towards organic food. Social norms are,
in general, expected to positively influence organic consumption because individuals adhere to social
pressure from referents (e.g., family, friends, and colleagues) that provide insights into what behavior
is acceptable and appropriate [67]. Consumers are likely to have access to information on appropriate
behavior through interactions with referents from their social circle.

An important property of social norms is that they induce a feedback loop: Consumers create
behaviors, but at the same time are the creation of social systems [16]. While social feedback loops
have been examined in other research areas, such as in the dynamics of a human-ecosystem [68],
religious systems [69], and absenteeism [70], this feature has been ignored in the domain of organic
food purchasing until now. Recognized as an important mechanism that enables an individual to alter
and construct new behaviors [16], we hypothesize the following:

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Social norms induce a positive feedback loop between individual and group behavior.

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Data

This study is based on individual-level data obtained from two international surveys:
The International Social Survey Program Environmental module (ISSP) [71], and the European Social
Survey Wave 5 (ESS) [72], relating to 2010 as the latest publication year. The ESS database provided
11 questions to measure five of Schwartz’s values (universalism, benevolence, achievement, power,
hedonism), composing two bipolar dimensions (self-transcendence, self-enhancement). According to
past studies, these two value types seem to be the most important and meaningful for environmental
attitudes. All other variables, i.e., attitudes, intentions, perceived behavioral control, and organic food
purchasing, come from the ISSP database. Altogether, 14,009 individuals were included in the matched
database covering 15 European countries, Russia, and Israel.

To integrate Schwartz’s value types from ESS into the model for organic food purchasing,
the ISSP and ESS databases were combined using the “nearest neighbor distance hot deck method”
from StatMatch [73], with statistical matching based on country, gender, year of birth, years of
schooling (EDUY), and level of agreement with the statement “modern science enables solving
environmental problems” (SCI). The two surveys do not overlap with regard to other measured
constructs. The statistical matching, accomplished with the StatMatch package [74], is described in
more detail in the next subsection.

An integrated conceptual model composed of the vital psychosocial antecedents of organic food
purchasing behavior was developed and tested with structural equation models in the R program [75].
Structural equation modelling (SEM) allowed us to test a measurement model and a structural
model simultaneously.

The structural model was estimated with lavaan [76], charts were created with ggplot2 [77] and
ggraph [78] packages, spatial lag models were estimated with the spdep package [79,80], and dplyr [81]
was used for basic data manipulation.

3.2. Statistical Matching

As the data needed to build the model for organic food purchasing do not exist in one data set,
we used 22 items from two databases—the ISSP and the ESS, which were combined with the use of
statistical matching. This technique is useful when we have two databases with a set of common
variables (e.g., X; in our case these were demographic variables: age, gender, years of schooling,
country) and two sets of variables that each appear in only one data set (e.g., Y appears only in the
first one, while Z appears only in the second one). As we are (among other things) interested in the
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relationship between Y and Z, it is our objective to gain information about the joint distribution of
X, Y, and Z. Using assumptions on the distribution of these variables [82], we can use the statistical
matching function that finds a donor record in one data set for each record in the second one. In our
case, the ISSP and ESS databases were combined using the “nearest neighbor distance hot deck method”
from StatMatch [73]. This means that each record in the recipient file (ISSP) was matched with the
closest record in the donor file (ESS), according to a distance measure (we used the Manhattan metric)
computed using the matching variables X. The result was a synthetic data set with all the variables of
our interest. Figure 2 illustrates this situation.
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The mean, variance, and correlations between variables of the synthetic data set have similar
properties to the ESS data set concerning questions regarding values, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 3.

All predictors of organic food purchasing, except for the Schwartz values, were rescaled to the
[0, 1] range, where 0 indicates the minimum and 1 the maximum of the underlying Likert scale to
aid interpretation.

Attitudes consisted of two items measuring environmental concern and two items measuring
perceived threat. Behavioral intentions, a mediator between attitudes and organic food purchasing,
was measured with three items. Next, the purchasing organic food variable related to buying fruit and
vegetables without pesticides and chemicals. The construct of perceived behavioral control consisted
of two questions that reflect an individual’s assessment of their self-efficacy and controllability of
behavior. Finally, the model included the direct influence of social norms on organic food purchasing
by establishing a feedback loop between behavior of the individual and that of others. A detailed
description of individual model items, together with descriptive statistics, is presented in Table 2.
Since some data were missing in the ISSP data set, we excluded incomplete observations, leaving us
with a final sample size of 14,009 observations. The omission of incomplete records did not distort the
descriptive statistics of the observed variables.

Table 1. Comparison of mean values between original and synthetic data sets.

Variable
ESS Synthetic

Mean St.dev Mean St.dev.

Important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities (IPEQOPT) 4.956 1.037 4.992 1.02
Important to understand different people (IPUDRST) 4.576 1.088 4.603 1.082
Important to care for nature and environment (IMPENV) 4.865 1.043 4.872 1.025
Important to help people and care for others’ well-being (IPHLPPL) 4.814 0.998 4.813 1.002
Important to be loyal to friends and be devoted to people who are close (IPLYLFR) 5.054 0.925 5.087 0.891
Important to show abilities and be admired (IPSHABT) 3.92 1.378 3.73 1.405
Important to be successful and that people recognize achievements (IPSUCES) 3.921 1.35 3.721 1.382
Important to be rich, have money and expensive things (IMPRICH) 3.055 1.362 2.894 1.322
Important to get respect from others (IPRSPOT) 3.961 1.356 3.796 1.393
Important to have a good time (IPGDTIM) 4.007 1.363 4.121 1.324
Important to seek fun and things that give pleasure (IMPFUN) 3.913 1.392 3.848 1.353
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Construct/Label Items Source Reference N Mean St. dev. Min Max

Self-transcendence
(5 items)

Important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities (IPEQOPT) ESS

[83]

14,009 4.995 1.013 1 6
Important to understand different people (IPUDRST) ESS 14,009 4.611 1.075 1 6

Important to care for nature and environment (IMPENV) ESS 14,009 4.871 1.026 1 6
Important to help people and care for others’ well-being (IPHLPPL) ESS 14,009 4.823 0.988 1 6

Important to be loyal to friends and be devoted to people who are close (IPLYLFR) ESS 14,009 5.101 0.876 1 6

Self-enhancement
(6 items)

Important to show abilities and be admired (IPSHABT) ESS

[83]

14,009 3.711 1.401 1 6
Important to be successful and that people recognize achievements (IPSUCES) ESS 14,009 3.72 1.384 1 6

Important to be rich, have money and expensive things (IMPRICH) ESS 14,009 2.876 1.305 1 6
Important to get respect from others (IPRSPOT) ESS 14,009 3.788 1.394 1 6

Important to have a good time (IPGDTIM) ESS 14,009 4.159 1.308 1 6
Important to seek fun and things that give pleasure (IMPFUN) ESS 14,009 3.876 1.33 1 6

Environmental concern
(2 items)

Worry about future environment (Q10a) ISSP [83] 14,009 0.511 0.286 0 1
Worry: progress harming the environment (Q10c) ISSP 14,009 0.545 0.262 0 1

Perceived threat
(2 items)

How dangerous for the environment–pesticides and chemicals used in farming (Q14c) ISSP Two items were taken from
[83]

14,009 0.726 0.22 0 1
How dangerous for the environment–modifying the genes of certain crops (Q14f) ISSP 14,009 0.626 0.267 0 1

Perceived behavioral control
(2 items)

To do about the environment: too difficult (Q13a) ISSP [83] 14,009 0.569 0.287 0 1
No point unless others do the same (Q13d) ISSP 14,009 0.568 0.299 0 1

Behavioral intentions
(3 items)

Protect the environment: pay much higher prices (Q12a) ISSP
Three non-specific items

were taken from [83]

14,009 0.439 0.283 0 1
Protect the environment: pay much higher taxes (Q12b) ISSP 14,009 0.362 0.284 0 1

Protect the environment: cut your standard of living (Q12c) ISSP 14,009 0.451 0.287 0 1

Green purchasing
(/) Buying fruit and vegetables without pesticides or chemicals (Q20b) ISSP 14,009 0.424 0.319 0 1

Social norms
(/) Spatial lag in green purchasing (WQ20b) ISSP 14,009 0.418 0.128 0 1

Note. Statistical units are individuals.
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equally and have equal opportunities 

(IPEQOPT) 
ESS 

[83] 
14,009 4.995 1.013 1 6 

Important to understand different 
people (IPUDRST) 

ESS 14,009 4.611 1.075 1 6 

Figure 3. Correlation within the original and synthetic data sets.

3.3. Feedback Loop

To estimate the feedback loop, we use a spatial lag model where a spatial connectivity matrix was
defined via a dissimilarity index between pairs of observations (Equation (1)):

Wi j =

{
sqrt(1− dissimilarity), i f dissimilarity ≤ 0.05
0, else

(1)

where W is a connectivity matrix, dissimilarity is defined by a Gower distance function [84] between
“Years in school”, “gender”, and, “age” for each individual to form a dissimilarity matrix. Diagonal
elements of the matrix were set to 0 since a person cannot be a neighbor of oneself, and the matrix
was row-standardized (the sum of row weights equals 1). Persons with a similar age and years of
schooling have a higher weight than those who are more “distant”, while after a certain cut-off the
weights equal zero.

In this definition of neighborhood, two persons are said to be neighbors if they reside in the same
country and have a similar age and years of schooling. A social norm is defined as average behavior
weighted by the inverse distance.

The correlation of social norms and behavior, measured by “How often does someone make
a special effort to buy fruit and vegetables grown without pesticides or chemicals”, is displayed in
Figure 4. Persons whose neighborhood “sometimes” makes an effort are more likely to “never” make a
special effort compared to people whose proximity “often” makes a special effort.

The behavior–social norms correlation points to the presence of mutual dependence, which
provides a basis for the feedback loop. Simultaneous feedback is a feature of the spatial regression
models that arise from spatial dependence relying on a spatial connectivity matrix definition
of neighborhood.

The positive Pearson correlation coefficient indicates a presence of mutual dependence, meaning
that individuals behave similarly to their peers—the social norm. Those who are surrounded by people
that often make a spatial effort to buy fruit and vegetables grown without pesticides or chemicals are
more likely also to make a special effort. On the other hand, those who are surrounded by people that
less often make a special effort are less likely to make a special effort themselves. In the next section,
we formally test the magnitude of the effect that each person has on the behavior of others and the
reinforcing feedback that further intensifies the decision.
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4. Results

4.1. Measurement Model Analysis

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted before the structural model was examined
(Table 3) in line with Marcoulides and Schumacker’s criteria for model fit [85], with the CFA results
indicating a satisfactory model fit.

Table 3. Structural results of model fit.

Indicator SEM CFA

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) 0.951 0.956
GFI Adjusted for Degrees of Freedom (AGFI) 0.936 0.942
Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) 0.053 0.060
Chi-Square 8067 6726
Chi-Square DF 195.0 158.0
RMSEA Estimate 0.054 0.053
Bentler’s (1990) Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 0.886 0.906
Bentler and Bonett’s (1980) Non-normed Index (NNFI) 0.865 0.886
Bentler and Bonett’s (1980) Normed Fit Index (NFI) 0.883 0.904

To test for convergent validity [86], we assessed whether each observed variable’s estimated
maximum likelihood factor loading on its latent construct is significant (Table 3). We may confirm the
study has convergent validity because all factor loadings were significant. Finally, internal reliability
indicated by Cronbach’s alpha for each construct was higher than or close to 0.6. Although the agreed
upon limit for Cronbach alpha coefficient is 0.7 [87], a coefficient close to 0.6 generally will be accepted
in social science research where unstable psychosocial constructs are composed of a small number of
variables (Table 4) [88,89].
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Table 4. Standardized loadings of indicators and convergent validity.

Construct
(Cronbach’s alpha) Variable Loading

Self-transcendence
(0.725)

Important that people are treated equally and have
equal opportunities (IPEQOPT) 0.515 ***

Important to understand different people (IPUDRST) 0.594 ***

Important to care for nature and environment
(IMPENV) 0.536 ***

Important to help people and care for others’
well-being (IPHLPPL) 0.651 ***

Important to be loyal to friends and be devoted to
people who are close (IPLYLFR) 0.649 ***

Self-enhancement
(0.735)

Important to show abilities and be admired
(IPSHABT) 0.701 ***

Important to be successful and that people recognize
achievements (IPSUCES) 0.774 ***

Important to be rich, have money and expensive
things (IMPRICH) 0.543 ***

Important to get respect from others (IPRSPOT) 0.554 ***

Important to have a good time (IPGDTIM) 0.395 ***

Important to seek fun and things that give pleasure
(IMPFUN) 0.379 ***

Environmental concern
(0.561)

Worry about future environment (Q10a) 0.707 ***

Worry: progress harming the environment (Q10c) 0.548 ***

Perceived threat
(0.614)

How dangerous for the environment–pesticides and
chemicals used in farming (Q14c) 0.886 ***

How dangerous for the environment–modifying the
genes of certain crops (Q14f) 0.509 ***

Intentions
(0.849)

Protect the environment: pay much higher prices
(Q12a) 0.877 ***

Protect the environment: pay much higher taxes
(Q12b) 0.842 ***

Protect the environment: cut your standard of living
(Q12c) 0.712 ***

Perceived behavioral control
(0.579)

To do about the environment: too difficult (Q13a) 0.653 ***

No point unless others do the same (Q13d) 0.615 ***

Note. Cronbach’s alpha in parenthesis. *** p < 0.001,

4.2. Structural Model Analysis

Hu and Bentler [90] argued that SRMR lower than the threshold of 0.08 and RMSEA lower than
0.06 indicate a good fit between the hypothesized model and the observed data. Our model exhibited
SRMR and RMSEA values of 0.054 and 0.053, respectively. Moreover, the goodness of fit index (GFI)
and index adjusted for degrees of freedom (AGFI) with values of 0.951 and 0.936 were both above the
generally acceptable level (0.90). Other indices, with the following values: 0.886 (CFI), 0.865 (NNFI)
and 0.883 (NFI), also indicated an acceptable model fit (Table 3).

The results of the structural model (Table 5, Figure 5) show that almost all relationships in the
model for the organic food purchase decision-making process were positive and statistically significant
and had a positive sign. The only exception was the self-enhancement value with no effect on the
environmental concern construct. Self-transcendence was positively associated with environmental
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concern and explained a significant share of variation in the environmental concern. Attitudes were
positively associated with intentions and, together with perceived behavioral control, positively
influenced behavior with a positive feedback loop. Specifically, results show that:

• H1a. Self-transcendence values have a positive and significant effect on environmental concern,
• H1b. Self-enhancement values do not influence environmental concern,
• H2. Attitude has a positive and significant effect on organic food purchase intentions,
• H3a. PBC has a positive and significant effect on behavioral intention,
• H3b. PBC has a positive and significant effect on behavior,
• H4. Behavioral intention has a positive and significant effect on behavior,
• H5. Social norms induce a positive feedback loop between individual and group behavior.

Table 5. Regression coefficients of the structural model.

Regression Explanatory Variable Estimate Std. Error

Environmental concern
Self-transcendence 0.069 *** 0.017
Self-enhancement 0.003 0.006

Intentions
Attitudes 0.438 *** 0.107

Perceived behavioral control 0.190 ** 0.077

Behavior
Intentions 0.176 *** 0.015

Perceived behavioral control 0.219 *** 0.025
Social norms 0.262 ** 0.108

Social norms Behavior 0.104 *** 0.017

Note. *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01; standard errors in parenthesis.
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4.3. Results by Country

After estimating the full structural model, we tested the feedback loop hypothesis on a partial
spatial lag model for each country separately. Below, we only report the spatial coefficient estimates by
country. The spatial lag coefficient (Figure 6), which, on average, was 0.23, varied between countries.
The weighted average value of the country-specific spatial lag coefficient met our expectations of
the full structural model fitted with a maximum likelihood estimation with robust “Huber-White”
standard errors.

Individuals in countries with higher estimated spatial lag coefficients have more power to influence
the behavior of their peers. This means that a change in an individual’s behavior is followed by a
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change in behavior of others, which reinforces the initial variation of behavior—positive feedback loop.
The positive feedback loop is most pronounced in Norway and Slovenia, while not confirmed in Israel,
Russia, Lithuania, and Slovakia.
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5. Discussion and Limitations

Bringing about a change in consumption patterns is a complex process that involves various
important factors and calls for a holistic approach that seeks to understand what drives people to
purchase food labeled organic. To address the deficit in what is currently known about the factors
influencing organic purchasing, we have developed and tested a structural model that links customers’
values according to Schwartz’s typology of human values with important attitudinal and behavioral
concepts from past research. Modifying the existing psychosocial framework with a component that
stresses the importance of reciprocity between individual behavior and social norms that intensifies
future actions has shown to be an essential determinant of the organic food decision-making process.
Positive feedback enables an initial change in consumer behavior to buy organic food to be magnified
as that change resounds through social norms. This finding is of great importance, as it demonstrates
that a change in behavior of just one person affects not only him but also others, which exponentially
increases the effect on the society.

Methodologically, this study utilizes two valuable techniques that enable a simplified reflection
of the actual psychosocial decision-making process using a large sample. Statistical matching is
extremely useful for taking advantage of existing data sources as an alternative to conducting new
surveys. Moreover, a spatial lag was introduced to estimate the value of the social norm concept.
The combined methodological approach used helped to show that, apart from the importance of the
self-transcendence values and feedback loop in the newly developed structural model, it is individuals’
attitudes that affect purchase intention, which, together with perceived behavioral control, lead to
organic food buying. Our findings are consistent with existing studies that examine a value–attitude–
behavior relationship in organic purchasing [33–35] as well as those exploring the effect of social
norms on consumer behavior [15,66]. The study’s original contribution to the theory pertains to the
inclusion of the social feedback loop in the domain of organic food, where we show that a model that
lacks the two-way interaction and accompanying compounding effect of social norms and individual
behavior is likely to underestimate the proposed relationships and forecasts for a greener future in
specific countries.
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The critical finding of the examined reciprocity between individual behavior and social norms is
that it can serve as leverage when the desired outcome of an effort to change an individual’s behavior
is multiplied via the feedback loop. This is especially pronounced in Norway and Slovenia where
marketers can make more cost- and time-efficient use of persuasive messages and requests through a
robust feedback loop that reinforces future actions. By using influencer marketing to strengthen brand
recognition and engagement, the relationship could be even more powerful.

Although one can reasonably assume that the examined feedback loop may have a greater
influence on the average individual in a collectivist society, our results suggest the opposite. The results
of the current study (Figure 6) show that individualistic nations appear highest on the feedback loop
ranking [26], except for Slovenia with its unique historical brand of self-management socialism,
whose inhabitants generally attribute their interest and activity to their achievement, success,
independence, enjoyment, prestige, and seek a more individual trajectory in the society to make a
unique personal contribution to society. While the individuals in these countries might not actively
promote the welfare of others, they can still score highly for avoiding actions that can potentially harm
others [91].

Policymakers and marketing specialists know that altering the interests of individuals is central
to making any progress in changing their behavior. Two common strategies are used to motivate
the adoption of sustainable practices and consumption: Ones that inform and educate people
and those which influence supply and demand in a particular product category. While existing
policy measures and marketing actions in the developed world generally modify the food market
via these two broad categories, including widespread nutrition education in schools and fiscal
measures, another relevant approach to promoting organic food consumption includes psychosocial
instruments targeting individuals who share specific values and attitudes to sustainable consumption.
As predicted, the self-transcendence values (universalism and benevolence) emerged as a significant
indirect determinant of organic food purchasing behavior. Hence, individuals with high scores for
self-transcendence might have greater awareness of threats to the environment than those under the
influence of self-enhancement values. Such an individual is more likely to be attracted by the content
relating to product safety and nutritional features. Since the values held by individuals do not change
overnight, a systematic and strategic psychosocial–cultural–political–economic approach is clearly
needed to support social transformation. In this context, our study shows the importance of policy and
marketing campaigns to support specific cognitions and attitudes that trigger favorable actions, in our
case organic food purchasing. Given that climate change is a fast-growing topic today, we expect
that attitudes associated with green purchasing will strengthen even further. Accordingly, marketing
specialists and policymakers can stimulate positive behavior by informing and educating people about
their role in solving environmental problems by purchasing specific types of products over others.

In interpreting the results of this study, one should be aware of its limitations. Merging data sets
can distort the results, which can be a reason why partial regression models exhibit low explanatory
power. Another limitation concerns the measurement of social norms, where we use a dissimilarity
index based on Gower’s distance. The structure of the neighborhood (persons included in the social
norms of each individual) is arbitrary and has not been extensively tested. Moreover, the study also
faces the problem of relatively low factor loadings, in particular for variables in the self-enhancement
value construct. Other drawbacks of the study concern the data. New ISSP and ESS surveys are
expected to become available in 2020, yet the question about organic food purchasing has been omitted
from the ISSP questionnaire. As a result, we were limited to using data from 2010. This raises the
concern regarding the validity of our results due to the dynamic nature of the organic food market,
which substantially expanded in the previous decade and amounted to 95 billion euros in 2018 [92].
We believe that the steep increase in the market is driven by the global rise in environmental concern
that rose for six percentage points in the period from 2014 to 2019 [93], which results in an even stronger
link between environmental concern, attitudes, and intentions. Therefore, an analysis on a newer
data set would find even more support for our hypothesized model. Another issue relates to the
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cross-sectional nature of our data set. Although this limitation offers a pathway for future research,
we argue that since values and social norms are both long-term concepts that only slowly change over
time [17,31], our model still provides robust evidence concerning the organic food purchasing process.

6. Conclusions

Much effort has been taken to study and understand what drives consumers to act sustainably.
However, the dominant partial and fragmented existing research models and their inconclusive
scientific evidence reduce certainty while creating marketing plans and developing policy measures.
Although it is perplexing to study the behavior of individuals, characterized by unpredictability
and instability, models should be as comprehensive as possible and reflect reality. We show that, in
combination with other conceptually independent determinants, the focus on social norms and their
two-way interaction with individual’s behavior broaden and enhance our understanding of sustainable
and organic consumption. Through a solid feedback loop that reinforces subsequent actions, we are
building a more sustainable future than shown in existing studies.
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